
Using GPS to Detect Imminent Tsunamis 
Reliable tsunami warnings could be generated within minutes of causative earthquakes. 
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California

A promising method of detecting im-
minent tsunamis and estimating their de-
structive potential involves the use of
Global Positioning System (GPS) data in
addition to seismic data. Application of
the method is expected to increase the
reliability of global tsunami-warning sys-
tems, making it possible to save lives while
reducing the incidence of false alarms.

Tsunamis kill people every year. The
2004 Indian Ocean tsunami killed about
230,000 people. The magnitude of an
earthquake is not always a reliable indica-
tion of the destructive potential of a

tsunami. The 2004 Indian Ocean quake
generated a huge tsunami, while the 2005
Nias (Indonesia) quake did not, even
though both were initially estimated to be
of the similar magnitude. Between 2005
and 2007, five false tsunami alarms were
issued worldwide. Such alarms result in
negative societal and economic effects.

GPS stations can detect ground mo-
tions of earthquakes in real time, as fre-
quently as every few seconds. In the pres-
ent method, the epicenter of an
earthquake is located by use of data
from seismometers, then data from

coastal GPS stations near the epicenter
are used to infer sea-floor displacements
that precede a tsunami. The displace-
ment data are used in conjunction with
local topographical data and an ad-
vanced theory to quantify the destructive
potential of a tsunami on a new
“tsunami scale,” based on the GPS-de-
rived tsunami energy, much like the
Richter Scale used for earthquakes. An
important element of the derivation of
the advanced theory was recognition
that horizontal sea-floor motions con-
tribute much more to generation of

A proposed development of laser-
based instrumentation systems would ex-
tend the art of laser Doppler vibrometry
beyond the prior limits of laser-assisted
remote hearing and industrial vibrome-
try for detecting defects in operating
mechanisms. A system according to the
proposal could covertly measure vibra-
tions of objects at distances as large as
thousands of kilometers and could
process the measurement data to enable
recognition of vibrations characteristic
of specific objects of interest, thereby en-
abling recognition of the objects them-
selves. A typical system as envisioned
would be placed in orbit around the
Earth for use as a means of determining
whether certain objects on or under the
ground are of interest as potential mili-
tary targets. Terrestrial versions of these
instruments designed for airborne or
land- or sea-based operation could be
similarly useful for military or law-en-
forcement purposes.

Prior laser-based remote-hearing sys-
tems are not capable of either covert op-
eration or detecting signals beyond
modest distances when operated at real-
istic laser power levels. The perform-
ances of prior systems for recognition of
objects by remote vibrometry are limited
by low signal-to-noise ratios and lack of
filtering of optical signals returned from
targets. The proposed development
would overcome these limitations.

A system as proposed would include a
narrow-band laser as its target illumina-
tor, a lock-in-detection receiver subsys-
tem, and a laser-power-control subsys-
tem that would utilize feedback of the
intensity of background illumination of
the target to adjust the laser power. The
laser power would be set at a level high
enough to enable the desired measure-
ments but below the threshold of de-
tectability by an imaginary typical mod-
ern photodetector located at the target
and there exposed to the background il-
lumination. The laser beam would be fo-
cused tightly on the distant target, such
that the receiving optics would be ex-
posed to only one speckle. The return
signal would be extremely-narrow-band
filtered (to sub-kilohertz bandwidth) in
the optical domain by a whispering-
gallery-mode filter so as to remove most
of the background illumination. The fil-
tered optical signal would be optically
amplified. This combination of optical
filtering and optical amplification would
provide an optical signal that would be
strong enough to be detectable but not
so strong as to saturate the detector in
the lock-in detection subsystem.

The laser emission would be modu-
lated by an optical modulator driven by
a low-frequency oscillator. The same os-
cillator would drive a lock-in amplifier in
the lock-in-detection receiver subsystem.
It has been estimated that the lock-in

amplification would contribute 30 dB to
the signal-to-noise ratio.

It has been estimated that a system of
this type operating at a laser power of
0.2 W could enable recognition of an
object at a distance of 1,000 miles
(≈1,600 km). Examples of objects of
potential military significance that
could be recognized include particular
machines shielded under the roof of a
factory or deep underground, fake
garages or factories, fake weapons,
land mines, and improvised explosive
devices. Vibrations induced by nearby
motorized vehicles are expected to be
sufficient to enable recognition of
buried land mines.

This work was done by Lute Maleki, Nan
Yu, Andrey Matsko, and Anatoliy Savchenkov
of Caltech for NASA’s Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory. Further information is contained in a
TSP (see page 1). 
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Very-Long-Distance Remote Hearing and Vibrometry
Optical returns from weakly illuminated targets would be processed by advanced techniques.
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California
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A genetic programming (GP)-based,
nonlinear modeling structure relates
soil moisture with synthetic-aperture-
radar (SAR) images to present represen-
tative soil moisture estimates at the wa-
tershed scale. Surface soil moisture
measurement is difficult to obtain over a
large area due to a variety of soil perme-
ability values and soil textures. Point
measurements can be used on a small-
scale area, but it is impossible to acquire
such information effectively in large-
scale watersheds. This model exhibits
the capacity to assimilate SAR images
and relevant geoenvironmental parame-
ters to measure soil moisture.

In the past, spaceborne radar imaging
satellites used all-weather observation, but
estimation methods of soil moisture based
on active or passive satellite images re-
mains uncertain. Estimation of soil mois-
ture based on SAR measurement was
made possible by developing linear re-

gression models and nonlinear regression
models in a single land use/land cover
from several hundred square meters to
several square kilometers, based on tradi-
tional statistical regression theory. This
GP-based artificial intelligence mode uses
an evolutionary computational approach
to estimate soil moisture with a variety of
land use/land cover patterns.

The function derived in the evolution-
ary computation links a series of crucial
topographical and geographical features
including slope, aspect, vegetation cover,
and soil permeability with well-calibrated
SAR data. Research findings indicate
that this development and application of
the GP model has proved useful for gen-
erating a highly nonlinear structure in
regression regimes, which exhibit strong
statistical correlations between the
model estimates and the ground truth
measurements (volumetric water con-
tent), based on unseen datasets. 

Using this model, science missions
would be capable of handling large-scale
moisture estimation using spaceborne
satellite images, and could generate
multi-temporal soil moisture maps over
seasons. The GP-model is ultimately ex-
tensible and interoperable for any river
basin of interest, though the impact of
landscape complexity needs to be stud-
ied further.
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Center.
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Stream Flow Prediction by Remote Sensing and Genetic
Programming
A genetic programming model assimilates SAR images and geoenvironmental parameters to
assess soil moisture at the watershed scale.
Stennis Space Center, Mississippi

tsunamis than previously believed. The
method produces a reliable estimate of
the destructive potential of a tsunami
within minutes — typically, well before
the tsunami reaches coastal areas.

The viability of the method was
demonstrated in computational tests in
which the method yielded accurate rep-

resentations of three historical tsunamis
for which well-documented ground-mo-
tion measurements were available. De-
velopment of a global tsunami-warning
system utilizing an expanded network of
coastal GPS stations was under consider-
ation at the time of reporting the infor-
mation for this article. 

This work was done by Y. Tony Song
of Caltech for NASA’s Jet Propulsion
Laboratory. 
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